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Background : Ensemble Methods

“Bagging Predictors”, L.Breiman (1996).

10. Take a bootstrap from your data

20. Build a classifier with this bootstrap

30. Do this N times.

40. Average predictions for test data.

No parameters.
Seems to benefit in most cases - rarely overfits.



Background : Irrelevant Features and Ensembles...

“Error Reduction through Learning Multiple Descriptions”
Ali & Pazzani, Machine Learning Journal, vol 24(3), 1996.

“the multiple models approach does increasingly [relatively]
better than the single model as the number of irrelevant
attributes is increased”

Why?!

“For the multiple models approach to make an error due to
irrelevant attributes, at least half of the learned models
need to involve an irrelevant attribute that leads to a
classification error. If the number of irrelevant attributes is not
too large [relative to the ensemble size], it is unlikely that
at least half of the models will be affected in this manner.”



Bird-spotting...

“On Feature Selection, Bias-Variance, and Bagging”
Munson and Caruana, ECML 2009.

Project to predict the likelihood of seeing a particular bird species
(housefinch) given the environment.

Features: human population density, habitat, climate, how long the
observer looks, how many cats in the neighbourhood, etc, etc.

200 features. Lots of noise, lots of irrelevant ones.



Performance needed....

Tried many learning algorithms...

I SVMs

I boosted decision trees

I bagged decision trees

← best performer

I neural nets

I etc.... etc... etc
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Interpretability needed....

With 200 features, decision trees not interpretable any more....
Some trees had 20,000 nodes...

Feature Selection!



Bagging + Feature Selection?

Wrapper forward selection, using decision trees as base classifiers.

Bagging Likes Many Noisy Features (?)
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Conclusion : Bagging is hurt by FS............ Why?



A question for you....

Take a dataset.

Step 1. Randomly split it 50:50 into train/test sets.
Step 2. Train a decision tree, and record the test accuracy.

Repeat. Will you get the same test accuracy?

What if you used a linear SVM?

Some algorithms are more sensitive to training data.

Very sensitive ones are UNSTABLE, or ‘high variance’ predictors.
Not-so-sensitive ones are STABLE, or ‘low variance’ predictors.
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Bias and Variance of Algorithms

4 predictors try to hit the center of a dartboard...

Each dartboard left-to-right above is a different predictor.
Each cross is the predictor using a slightly different training set.

Far left predictor : not very accurate, not very stable!

Far right predictor : very accurate, very stable!



Bias and Variance of Algorithms

Mathematically....

ED{(f(x)− y)2} = (ED{f(x)} − y)2 + ED{(f(x)− ED{f(x)})2}

MSE = bias2 + variance

Bias: how accurate are you on average over all training sets.
Variance: how sensitive are you to a change in the training set.



Bias and Variance of Algorithms

Generalisation error

Bias

Variance

Training time

Error

As your model fits data better (more iterations in a neural net,
more depth in a tree, more complexity in your SVM kernel, etc)...

Bias reduces, Variance increases.



Bagging reduces Variance

Bagging : each predictor built from a slightly different training set.

If we averaged the above predictions - variance removed! Bullseye!



Bagging reduces Variance

Even possible to predict by how much variance will be reduced!

Giorgio Fumera, Fabio Roli, Alessandra Serrau
A Theoretical Analysis of Bagging as a Linear Combination of Classifiers.

IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell. 30(7) (2008)

E(m) ≈ E∞ +
1

m
(E1 − E∞)



Lots of data

6 On Feature Selection, Bias-Variance, and Bagging

dataset), sonar classification (sonar), soybean disease classification (soybean),
spam detection (spambase and spamtrec7), cardiac abnormalities (spectf),
hyper-thyroid conditions (thyroid), two medical prediction tasks (medis and
mg5), protein crystallography diffraction pattern analysis (cryst8), hand-written
digit recognition (digits9), real vs. simulated auto racing and aviation text cat-
egorization (real-sim10), and finding translation initiation sites (tis11).

Table 1. Summary of datasets.

Data Set # Samples # Features # Classes Max Depth

amegfi 23948 195 2
bunting 20998 175 2
covtype †‡ 30,000 54 7
letters † 20,000 16 26
medis 14199 63 2
mg5 22157 100 2
mushroom † 8124 22 2
pima † 768 8 2
satimage † 6535 36 6
sonar † 208 60 2
soybean † 683 35 19
spambase † 4601 57 2
spectf † 266 44 2
thyroid † 3772 27 5

cryst 5,498 1341 2 4
digits 70,000 779 2 16–1024
real-sim 72,309 20,958 2 256–1024
spamtrec 87,688 405,915 2 256–1024
tis 13,375 927 2 5–6

†: Available from UCI Machine Learning Repository [22].
‡: First 30,000 examples from full data set.

Table 1 summarizes the data sets; high-dimensional data sets are listed be-
low the line along with the maximum tree depth(s) chosen during parameter
tuning. Data sets were chosen to cover a range of sizes (number of examples)
and dimensionalities (number of features). We used the first 30,000 points from
the covtype data set to make the experiments more affordable.

7 Created from TREC 2005 Spam Public Corpora. Nikos Karampatziakis, personal
communication.

8 http://ajbcentral.com/CrySis/dataset.html, unscaled version
9 MNIST data set converted to binary classification (class 0 = digits 5 or below; class

1 = rest). Original available from http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
10 http://csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets
11 http://datam.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/datasets/krbd/ (Kent Ridge Biomedical Data Repos-

itory)

Wrapper used for small datasets, Pearson when too many features.



Example ResultCase 1: No Improvement from Feature Selection
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Zero-One Loss (don’t worry about this too much)
8 On Feature Selection, Bias-Variance, and Bagging
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Fig. 2. Bias-variance decomposition of squared error and zero-one error for typical data
sets. Left bar in pair: single tree; right bar: bagging. To better show interesting parts
of graphs, the y-axes do not start at 0.

There are multiple proposals for the bias-variance decomposition of zero-one
loss [26, 24]. In the results below we focus on the decomposition for squared error
because feature selection hill climbing used MSE. We did, however, compute the
bias and variance of zero-one loss; the results were qualitatively identical to those
obtained using the squared error decomposition.

4 Bias-Variance of Feature Selection

We estimated the bias-variance decomposition for all the data sets in Table 1
at multiple feature set sizes, for both single and bagged decision trees. Feature
subset orderings were found using forward stepwise feature selection (FSFS, top
of table) and correlation coefficients (CFF, bottom of table). FSFS evaluated
performance using single trees or bagged trees, to match the algorithm used in



Case 1: No benefit from Feature SelectionCase 1: No Improvement from Feature Selection
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As we add more features...

Single Tree : bias goes down, variance goes up.
Bagged Trees: bias goes down, variance kept small.

Overall - optimal for both to use ALL features.



Case 2 : Feature Selection improves the non-Bagged model
Case 2: FS Improves Non-Bagged Model
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As we add more features...

Single Tree : bias goes down, variance goes up, a LOT.
Bagged Trees: bias goes down, variance kept (mostly) small.

Overall - single tree needs feature subset, Bagging makes use of all.



Important points

More features → more complexity → lower bias, higher variance.

Relevant features can be bad for us...
if the bias decrease is outweighed by the variance increase.

FS does not help Bagging.
“Feature selection with Bagging seems to be redundant”



Why does Bagging benefit from so many features?Why Does Bagging Benefit from so Many Features?
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Single tree levels off - no overfitting - no more irrelevant features.

Bagging just gets better... what is it doing?!



Hypothesis!

Bagging improves a base learner’s ability
to benefit from weak, noisy features.



Toy Problem

y = sign
(
X1 +X2X3 +X2

4 + sign(X5 +X6)
)

Each Xi is drawn from N (0, 1).

Very challenging for trees due to the product/sign features.

3 features deleted, replaced with 20 noisy copies of themselves.

So we have 3 original, plus 20+20+20 noisy, totalling 63 features.

Repeat for various amounts of noise from [0.0− 1.0].



With corrupted features...Bagging Extracts More Info from Noisy Features
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At the 0.1 noise level, Bagging pretty much gets the same as using the
perfect, non-noisy features!

A single tree using the perfect feature set is WORSE than Bagging using

the corrupted set!



With corrupted features...

Bagging is resilient to irrelevant features since at least half the
models would need to make a mistake with the irrelevant feature.

Bagging can make use of multiple weak (noisy) features because it
gets a small amount of information from each, and combines it.

Single models are fragile to both types of features.
Bagging Extracts More Info from Noisy Features
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So... why does it work?!

FS seems to be a variance reduction technique.

“...feature selection can be viewed as a variance reduction method
that trades off the benefits of decreased variance (from the
reduction in dimensionality) with the harm of increased bias (from
eliminating some of the relevant features).”

More features → more complexity → lower bias, higher variance.

Relevant features can be bad for us...
if the bias decrease is outweighed by the variance increase.



So... why does it work?!

FS seems to be a variance reduction technique.

If you reduce variance by another method (i.e. ensemble) then
...... you do not benefit from feature selection.

“Feature selection with Bagging seems to be redundant.”

“One interpretation of our results is that feature selection is best viewed
as a model regularization method instead of as a means of distinguishing
relevant from irrelevant inputs.”

And all that from a few birds...


